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Track Recording App Orinj is a powerful multitrack audio recording app. An intuitive UI allows you to
create, record, edit, and share the most dynamic and exciting tracks on the go. Record unlimited
tracks and keep all overdubs and editing separate. Add new custom samples from the included

library with the built in Drum Machine or access loads of self-created samples. Flexible Real-time
Effects provide you with tons of creative sound possibilities to mix and layer. Pitch shifting,

overdriving, limiting, distortion, and compression. Automation, effects management and loop
triggering. A modern Drum Machine included. Manage your mixing sessions and projects with a

massive album management playlist. Export your sessions as MP3, WAV, M4A, AIFF, AAC, and more,
with lossless quality. Put your tracks on hold with a convenient time segmenting and fade in and out.

Automatically keep your private session data safe with our intuitive and secure cloud sync.
Import/Export WavPack audio files (over 350mb), as well as any other common music formats you

are used to You’ve Got an App for That – Orinj is designed to be an all-in-one app for multitrack
recording and editing. The app’s UI is created for iPad multitouch gestures, with a clean and powerful
setup experience for first-time users. Record Tracks Get inspired and record your own tracks using a
custom library of any style of music. Use the built in “Drum Machine” to create beats. You can mix
and layer the drum hits, or choose from multiple drum kits and spice up your tracks. Orinj comes

with a suite of included drum samples of all styles. Add Your Own Samples Load your own samples
into your session using the included text file import manager. Mix and match the samples to create

new ones. Start the “Session Overdubs” screen where you can start recording over multiple tracks in
the same app. The user interface is fully customizable. Track skins, panel layouts, and shapes can all
be changed via an intuitive app settings menu. Mix and Contour Your Sounds Create a modern drum

line using more than 30 different samples. You can mix and layer the samples to create new and
unique styles. Take your session to the next level with the unique “Contour” tool. Easily balance and

add distortions to your
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Orinj X64 [2022-Latest]

Record your music Manage 50 tracks Easy to use, even for beginners Plenty of effects to change Pre-
made drum loops, drum kits and melodies Instant playback for every track Rhythm tracks included
Includes powerful drum kits: snare, rim-shot, cymbals and percussion Use drum machine for creating
new beats Includes a blues drum machine Took six months to make this application The effect of
each track can be customized in a very wide range The noise gate and frequency can be extended
Create custom filter curves and 100+ effects The graphic equalizer is a more advanced version of
the traditional one The waveform display is the most advanced available, so you can see how the
results of each effect are changing Orinj Screenshot: Interface: 2. Oraing Audio player pro Oraing
Audio player pro is an audio player, recorder and limiter that can be used to record songs that are
played in your system and play them out. With the feature of Automation, you can control the player
with the MIDI clock. With the use of several tools, such as the equalizer, the graphic Equalizer, the
limiter, the compressor, the de-compressor, the delay, the chorus, the Panorama, the phaser and the
tremolo, can easily produce audio effects from sound to music. The Resonance Peak feature, which is
only available in Pro, will give you an additional effect (longer than the standard-version). With the
voice of the producer, you will be able to play, record and edit multi-tracks audio tracks at the same
time. Moreover, you can create loops, sequence audio, adjusting the balance, the change volume
and much more. You can even master those created and enjoy playing their sound. A powerful file
manager with customizable features, in addition to the large set of music file types and the multiple
projects manager, allows you to create a nice level of control. You can import audio and video files
and export your work in various formats. Oraing Audio player pro is a nice application that includes
many features and can be used to create high-quality sounds. The detail of each effect can be
modified. You can even choose from among different oscillators, users can import multiple midis for
multi-tasking, and you can record audio. Orinj Description: Record your music Manage 50 tracks

What's New in the Orinj?

What's new in this version: Version 4.2 contains: Added: An empty MIDI project Changes: The
resizing of window sizes has been improved New: A Shorten button New: A reverb preamp was
added. New: The ability to save a project in MIDI format. Fixed: The song browser was properly
cleared after editing each track. Fixed: A setting file error. Fixed: A crash that occurred when over 4
tracks were selected. Fixed: A sobre error that prevented running on a computer running older
Windows OSs (pre 9.x) Fixed: A crash that occured in a project containing 2+ tracks. Fixed: A bug
that caused the tracks to be written back on each time the MIDI file was saved. Fixed: A bug that
could cause a crash. Fixed: A bug that could cause an application lock. Fixed: A memory leak. Fixed:
A bug that prevented the completion of a MIDI file when a complex style was used. Fixed: A bug that
prevented the selection of a track when less than 4 tracks were selected. Fixed: A bug that
prevented the editor from selecting the track if it had been allocated in one time slot, but it wasn't
currently selected. Fixed: A bug that prevented the editor from changing the duration of a selected
track if the length was equal to the sum of all the tracks that were selected. Fixed: A bug that caused
the key tracking to be reset everytime a track was played. Fixed: A bug that caused audio to not play
when the current track was changed. Fixed: A bug that prevented the editor from changing the
number of tracks if the duration of the selected track was equal to the sum of all the tracks that were
selected. Fixed: A bug that caused the editor to display an error if you were using a style containing
a tempo that was faster than the song. Fixed: A bug that prevented the editor from selecting a track
if there were no spaces left in the track number. Fixed: A bug that allowed the editor to select a track
that had been previously used as the main track. Fixed: A bug that prevented the editor from
selecting the first track if there were no spaces left. Fixed: A bug that prevented the editor from
selecting the last track if there were no spaces
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System Requirements For Orinj:

Supported OS: Windows 7 and later, Mac OS X 10.7 or later Required System: Microsoft DirectX 10 or
later, OpenGL 3.3 or later, WebGL 1.0 or later Supported Webgl API: canvas2d, WebGL 1.0 or later,
HTML 5 canvas, WebGL 2.0 or later Notes: This product requires a Windows or Mac OS X operating
system. If you don't have a version of either of those operating systems installed, there's a good
chance you won't be able to try our software,
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